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SCHOOL PROFILE

Beckenham Primary School has been an integral part of the local community for 105 years. The
school is characterised by a diverse student population.
Students are offered programs in Physical Education, Visual Art, Kitchen / Garden, and Science.
Chinese (Mandarin) was introduced in 2018 and will be taught in Years 3-6 by 2021.
We actively promote sustainability with classrooms assigned tasks that support the reduce, re-use
and recycle message. Students are encouraged to avoid unnecessary wrapping and waste through
the introduction of Trash Free Thursday. Other initiatives include the collection of ring pulls. Last
year a total of 63.222 kilograms were collected resulting in the Wheelchairs for Kids program making wheelchairs.
We are an accredited Waste Wise and Water Wise school. The kitchen and garden program is
aligned to the national Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden program. Children learn the importance of nutrition while engaging with the plant - grow - harvest - prepare cycle.
We have a strong student voice through a Student Representative Council. Each classroom has a
student representative who is elected by peers and meets regularly with a teacher leader. They are
able to present their views and champion for change or events. They undertake many fundraising
events for our sister school Chambak, in Cambodia. Some highlights for 2018 were Walk to School,
Pirate Day , Bandana Day and Crazy Hair Day.

Our highly dedicated and professional staff are committed to providing high quality education and
care to every student. We offer an experienced student services team as additional support to ensure all students can achieve their potential. The team includes a School Chaplain and Student Support worker who offer a range of pastoral care services to the students and parents.
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The team is supported by the Associate Principal and an experienced school psychologist. We recognise that good relationships between students and staff promotes a safe school environment and
communication between class teachers and parents and carers is encouraged through Connect, class
Facebook page or other online means. When conflicts occur a restorative approach is used to achieve
desired outcomes for all involved and to maintain positive partnerships.
Parent participation is always welcomed and rewarded through the Passport Program. We enjoy
strong support from an active Parents and Citizen's Association providing funding for various projects around the school. Parents and community are involved in the operation of the school through
the School Board who meet regularly. We are also supported by the Curtin University Volunteer Program with initiatives such as Support a Reader and Kitchen Garden. We have developed several garden areas using native plants that attract birds and insects and are water wise. Students are encouraged to care for these garden/play spaces. Maintenance of these garden areas is undertaken by a
dedicated volunteer gardener.
We are fortunate to be located on spacious grounds including an oval and several designated play areas for various year groups. The older buildings have been enhanced by outstanding art works which
are predominate features when you enter the school grounds.
A visit to our Facebook page will highlight the range of curriculum activities undertaken. Additional
information can be found on the website or you can contact us on 92783700. We warmly welcome
you to tour the school and grounds.
Understanding and respecting difference in others underpins our 6 Kinds of Best Values Program.
The program supports students to be kind to themselves, be kind to others, be the community kind,
be the learning kind, the achieving kind, be kind to the environment and to love life.

Parents and Community attended an unveiling
of a mural during NAIDOC Week in Term 3.
The theme for the mural was ‘Because of her,
we are.” The artwork was completed by Dana
Anuru a young aboriginal artist, titled Djarlgarra Beelier (‘place of abundance’)
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Our Values
Six Kinds of Best was implemented in 2018 and we make it our quest
to be our Beckenham Best everyday.
At each assembly we recite the following affirmation:

I am one of a kind.
I am kind to myself.
I am kind to others.
And I am kind to the environment.
I am the learning kind.
I am the achieving kind.
And I am the community kind.
And I love life!
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ATTENDANCE 2018

The School attendance rate for
2018 (92.7%) is above Like schools
(91.5%) and WA Public Schools
(92.6%).
The school Aboriginal attendance
rate (84.4%) is above Like schools
(82.9%) and WA Public Schools
(80.8%).
The school has less students at Severe Risk (1.9%) than WA Public
Schools (2.0%) and Like Schools
(2.6%) and more students with
Regular attendance (78.5%) than
Like Schools (71.7%) and WA Public Schools (77.0%)
The school has less students at Indicated Risk (11.8%) than WA Public Schools (15.0%) and Like
Schools (18.2%). There is a greater
percentage of students at Moderate Risk (7.7%) than WA Public
Schools (6.0%) and Like Schools
(7.5%).
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STUDENT INFORMATION

Student enrolments in 2018 declined slightly from the previous year with 401 students. As there has been a significant
change in the area with large housing blocks being subdivided to make way for multiple dwelling sites the school has applied
to become a local intake school. This is due to come into effect in 2020. It is likely given the growth of the area that enrolments will gradually increase.
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NAPLAN 2018

2018 NAPLAN Comparative Performance was as expected across all domains. In the domain of Spelling in Year 3 and 5 there
was above expected performance in Spelling. There was above expected performance in Year 5 Writing. In particular, the improvement in performance from Year 3 2016 Spelling to Year 5 2018 Spelling was significant (1.9). While still in the expected
range, there was an improvement in Grammar and Punctuation from –0.4 to 0.3. In 2019 a Comprehensive Assessment of
Reading Strategies will be implemented across all year levels to improve student performance in Reading. Brightpath will continue to be used to improve the teaching of Writing and to improve the moderation of teacher grades.

The Average Numeracy Score for Year 3 and 5 is slightly below that of
Like Schools. The trend in Year 3 is similar to that of Like Schools since
2016. There is downward trend in Year 5 Numeracy.
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NAPLAN 2018 continued

The Average Reading Score for Year 3 (396) was
slightly above Like Schools (391)
Year 5 results (453) were slightly below Like
Schools (467)

The Average Writing Score for Year 3 (402)
was better than that of Like Schools (385).
Year 5 was the same as that of Like Schools

The Average Spelling Score for both Year 3 and 5 exceeded that of Like Schools. The Year 3 Average Score exceeded Like
Schools by 35 points. The Year 5 Average Score (504) exceeded Like Schools by 31 points (473). This performance can
be attributed to a whole school emphasis on the explicit teaching of Spelling using the program Spelling Mastery.
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NAPLAN 2018 continued

The Average Grammar and Punctuation Score for Year 3
was 378 slightly below that of Like Schools (391).The
Year 5 Average Score (471 was slightly above that of Like
Schools (469).
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NAPLAN 2018 continued

Year 3 NAPLAN 2018
Reading-The percentage of students
with Excellent and Good achievement
was below Like Schools, with a higher
percentage of students than Like
Schools achieving Satisfactory performance. The percentage of students
with Limited achievement was slightly
less than that of Like Schools.

Year 3 NAPLAN
Numeracy-The percentage of students
with Excellent and Good achievement
was below that of Like Schools. There
was a higher percentage of students
than Like Schools achieving Satisfactory
performance. The percentage of students with Limited achievement was
slightly less than that of Like Schools.

Year 3 NAPLAN
Writing- The percentage of students
with Excellent achievement is slightly
above that of Like Schools. The percentage of students with Good achievement
exceeds that of Like Schools.
The percentage of students achieving
limited is well below that of Like
Schools.
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NAPLAN 2018 continued

Year 5 NAPLAN
Reading-The percentage of students
with Excellent and Good achievement
was below Like Schools, with a higher
percentage of students than Like
Schools achieving Satisfactory performance. The percentage of students
with Limited achievement was slightly
more than that of Like Schools.

Year 5 NAPLAN
Numeracy-There are no students
with Excellent achievement when
compared to Like Schools. The percentage of students with Good
achievement is slightly less than that
of Like Schools.
There are more students with Limited
achievement than that of Like
Schools.

Year 5 NAPLAN
Writing-There are no students with
Excellent or Good achievement.
There was a higher percentage of
students than Like Schools achieving
Satisfactory performance. The percentage of students with Limited
achievement was less than that of
Like Schools.
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NAPLAN 2018 continued

Progress-Year 3 to 5 NAPLAN
NUMERACY 2016-2018
Stable Cohort, Tested Twice and Cohort
Progress was below that of Like
Schools, WA Public Schools and Australian Schools.

Progress-Year 3 to 5 NAPLAN
READING 2016-2018
Stable Cohort, Tested Twice and Cohort
Progress was slightly below that of Like
Schools but similar to that of WA Public
Schools and Australian Schools.

Progress-Year 3 to 5 NAPLAN
WRITING 2016-2018
Stable Cohort, Tested Twice and Cohort
student progress exceeded Like Schools,
WA Public Schools and Australian
Schools. This indicates that whilst
achievement needs improvement,
school programs are effective in progressing students.
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NAPLAN 2018 continued

Progress-Year 3 to 5 NAPLAN
SPELLING 2016-2018
Stable Cohort, Tested Twice and Cohort
Progress exceeded that of Like Schools,
WA Public Schools and Australian
Schools. These results are extremely
pleasing and the result can be attributed to the implementation of the
Spelling Mastery program.

Progress-Year 3 to 5 NAPLAN
GRAMMAR and PUNCTUATION 2016 2018
Stable Cohort, Tested Twice and Cohort
Progress exceeded that of Like Schools,
WA Public Schools and Australian
Schools.
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NAPLAN 2018 continued

NAPLAN—Alignment to Grade Allocation. Report grades and NAPLAN scores should ideally align. Additionally, alignment
should match as close as possible WA Public Schools. Year 3 Writing alignment between NAPLAN scores and report grades is
21% below WA Public Schools. 62% of Year 3 students has a NAPLAN score above their report grade. This indicates that students are being graded too low. Alignment in other areas is reasonable. The low grading was identified in 2107/2018 and
Brightpath is being used to assist teachers in their assessment of Writing.
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2018 Highlights
Visual Art
2018 was, once again, an exciting year of creating in the Art Room. Students completed artworks covering
skills and processes such as drawing, painting, printmaking, textiles, ceramics, photography, digital art, collage and sculpture. They were also given many opportunities to respond to the artwork of renowned artists
and more contemporary, local artists.
The Year began with a focus on the Chinese zodiac ‘Year of the Dog’ connecting our LOTE subject of Chinese
to Art. Every class explored a different medium and process to produce masterpieces related to the dog
theme. Several students’ artworks were selected for publication in the Art Education Association of WA annual journal.
Harmony Day in March saw students all involved in a whole school colouring activity. Huge letters filled with
pictures and spelling Harmony Day were attached to the wall outside the staffroom and students, staff and
parents were invited to colour before school and at recess and lunch.
In the lead up to NAIDOC week, every class completed work inspired by Aboriginal art, making connections
with artists including a grandmother of our students, Margaret Culbong. Students learnt about the history
and significance of Aboriginal art and also connected with a young Aboriginal artist from NSW, writing interview questions which she responded to. This amazing young girl also judged an art competition where our
Year 5 students painted work inspired by her paintings. We were very fortunate to have artist, Dana Anaru,
come to the school and have students help paint a large mural with the 2018 NAIDOC theme, Because of Her,
We Can. This is now proudly displayed outside the staffroom.
Making connections with artists is possible via my Art Teacher Life Facebook and Instagram. I often make
contact with the artists we are studying and post photos of our students’ work. Many artists make comments
and give encouragement, which has given greater meaning to, and appreciation of, the artwork they have produced. Through social media I also set up the 2018 Global Artist Trading Card Project – How Children
Around the World See Themselves. 130 schools from around the world sent mini self- portraits to Beckenham
Primary. Stockland Riverton sponsored the project and we displayed ATC’s from every child at Beckenham
Primary, as well as the thousands received from other countries, over a two week period at the shopping centre. At the end of the exhibition, cards were packaged up and sent on so that every child received a card from
a student in another part of the world.
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At the end of Term 3, we held an art exhibition with the theme, Around the World. The artwork each class
produced tied in with their Geography syllabus and focused on the country or region each particular year level was studying. It also related to the whole school musical production which was performed on the same
night.

It is important for our students to be given opportunities to enter the many local, national and international
art competitions there are each year, so I invited interested students to lunch time Art Club in the art room.
Our students entered the Therapy Focus Book Illustration competition and we had 3 finalists and one winner, whose illustration was chosen to be published in the book. We also had many students enter the Canning
Show Art Exhibition and had 18 place getters and winners, including one student from Year 2 whose work
was chosen as a Champion of the Show and he attended a special presentation dinner with his parents. I
started up a lunch time Photography Club and had 12 students who took nature photographs that we entered
in the Chevron Focus Environment Photography Competition. We did not have a winner, but the students’
photographs were very impressive. We also had place getters and winners from the Stockland Riverton Youth
Art Awards and were presented with $150 towards art supplies.
I responded to a call from the Perth International Arts Festival 2019 education team asking for schools to
participate in creating papier mache seed pods for a huge installation in Kings Park, called Boorna Waanginy.
Every Year 4 student made a seed pod that was displayed at the most spectacular event of the Festival and it
was pleasing to hear that many Beckenham students managed to go and see it.
The Art program at Beckenham has continued to be a vibrant and energetic experience for our students with
the aim of not only teaching students the required knowledge, skills and processes as stated in the curriculum, but also to open their eyes to the world around them and teach them to appreciate and respond to what
they see.

Kate Driscoll—Art Specialist Teacher
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Science
2018 saw the inaugural Beckenham Primary Solar Car Challenge. As the science teacher I had been to a
Synergy Solar Car Challenge the year before and saw how much fun it was and decided that rather than just a
team of 4 students get involved and benefit from such an event it would be opened up to all students. I got
some of the science minded men in my family to design and build a race track. The students enjoyed the experience so much they voted to do it again in 2019.
The team that went to the semi final of the Synergy Solar challenge at Rossmoyne Senior High progressed to
the second round but did not earn a place.
I joined a Science network group in 2017 to work on common assessment tasks for Science Understanding as
we found grades/marks students were being given by Science Specialists were significantly lower that grades/
marks being given by classroom teachers teaching science. All our principals’ were concerned about this. It
wasn’t long before we progressed on to the Science Inquiry Skills, which were also being assessed inconsistently. Our Science Teacher group set about cutting up the achievement standards put out by SCASA and made a
Rubric under 11 headings teachers are supposed to use to assess Science Inquiry Skills. This process has improved our teaching, and student results as a result.
As a result I was asked (along with other science teachers) to present the information (Science Common Assessment Tasks) at the STAWA (Science Teachers Association of WA) Conference in May.
The group also ran a workshop for Science teachers and presented our SIS Assessment rubric. It was well received and we were accepted to present at the CONASTA Conference at the University of Sydney NSW in July
2018. Again our Rubric was well received by Science curriculum leaders of all states. We then continued to create the document in a digital format as part of STAWA and the Schools Development Group.
When this digital Rubric is finished it will enable teachers to assess equally and fairly across schools and will
give school administration the ability to graph student grade performance, look for strengths and weaknesses,
and track a students progress from Year 1 to 6.
Two students entered the Science Talent Search in Term 3. There were 2 sections: an engineering section building a truck that would move remotely out of recycled parts and a photography section.

We also celebrated National Science
week with an incursion for Years 4 to 6
students on Forensic Science.
Last year we decided as a school to report
only on Science Inquiry skills for semesters rather than Science Understanding for
Semester 1 and Science Understanding
and Science Inquiry Skills Semester 2.
This freed me up to experiment with picking and choosing units of work in order to
cover all the Strands of Earth Space Sciences, Physical Sciences, Biological Sciences and Chemistry.
For a second year, Pre-Primary students were involved in Science for an hour a week in the lab. This was well
received by students, parents and teachers.
Yvonne Hunt—Science Specialist
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Physical Education
In Physical Education a lot of emphasis is on the Bluearth Approach. Through various activities, both physical and cognitive, the program aims to develop in students a conscious awareness and acceptance of themselves and their abilities. Activities aim to build a sense of purposefulness in students by developing an appreciation of how and why they are doing each activity.
In the lower years the program focuses on the belief that “people experience enjoyment and satisfaction when
they find activities stimulating, when they have the chance to explore the environment and challenge themselves, and when they feel social support for their involvement.
In the upper years the focus is more on the activities and games that are used in our Interschool competitions
and many Bluearth activities and games.
Summer Carnival
Our Interschool Summer Carnival was held in March for our Year 6 students and some Year 5 students. The
games we played were volleyball, tee ball and cricket. We do not have shields or ribbons at these carnivals as
it is more about participation in a competitive environment and socialising with other students.
Below is a picture of the cricket team wearing the cricket hats that I won when I entered a competition at a
professional development day that I attended.

ABC Fit Test
The ABC Fit Test is a test for fitness that is quite enjoyable for the students. I ran this test twice last year to
gauge their fitness levels. They performed various skills like squats and other skills to music for a set amount
of time.
Fundamental Movement Skills
Fundamental Movement skills were assessed throughout each term to gauge the lower students’ coordination
and agility levels.
Free Tennis Racquets
In June the Pre Primary students received a free Tennis Racquet each after I applied for them from ANZ Tennis Australia of which I am an ambassador. They were then able to keep them and take them home. I also
gave them a free tennis ball from my PE budget. It’s no use having a tennis racquet if you don’t have a tennis
ball to play with it as well! I have applied for the free racquets again this year and have been told that they
will arrive early next term.
Winter Carnival
Our Interschool Winter Carnival was held in June for our Year 6 students and some Year 5 students. The
games we played were football, soccer and netball. It was run similar to the Summer Carnival.
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School Faction Cross Country Carnival
The Faction Cross Country Carnival was run in June. The students from Year 4 to Year 6 ran around the oval
and outside the school. We did not get many parents coming to watch which has been disappointing. But luckily a handful of parents are always willing to help with this event. It would be great to have a few more parent
helpers.
Interschool Cross Country
The Interschool Cross Country Carnival was held early in 3rd term. We travelled by train to Cannington Station and then walked to Coker Park for the event. A couple of parents volunteered to help with the train journey and at the carnival. They were very helpful. We also managed to have a teacher volunteer to help for the
day as he was not working on that day. Beckenham had some star runners. All of the students were extremely
well behaved and enjoyed their race even though they were exhausted afterwards.

Interschool Cross Country team

Faction Athletics Carnival
Last year the rain managed to ease off for the Faction Athletics Carnival. Our school oval had been looking like a lake for quite a few weeks before. Gold Faction won the Faction Carnival with Green Faction
winning the Handicap Shield. The Faction Captains and Vice Captains were terrific helpers and a lovely
bunch of students.

Faction marquees

On your marks, get set….go
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Interschool Athletics Carnival
The Interschool Athletics Carnival was in October and the weather was perfect. The Year 4 to 6 champions
from our Faction Athletics Carnival attended. We competed in long jump, ball throw for distance, 400metres,
200 metres, 100metres, 80 metres and relays. Also the students who are good at team games participated in
the leaderball and passball competitions. Beckenham came fourth for the Championship Shield and came
third for the Handicap Shield.
Swimming Lessons
Two weeks of swimming lessons were held in September at the Cannington Leisureplex. Approximately 80%
of students attended. The Education Department covers the costs of the lessons but it is necessary for parents
to pay for the cost of the transport and entry to the pool.
Coles Sports Equipment
Thank you to all the families who shopped at Coles last year
when they had the Sports Vouchers. We were able to purchase
additional sporting equipment for student use with the vouchers collected.
Faction Captain & Vice Captain Special Luncheon
To finish off the year the Captains and Vice Captains were invited to a special Subway lunch in the conference room. This
was to thank them for their outstanding efforts throughout the
year.
Coral Perhavec—Physical Education Specialist
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STEPHANIE ALEXANDER KITCHEN GARDEN PROGRAM
Asian Integration
The year began with a focus on Asia with its rice production. Students made the
dishes from the top 5 rice producing countries in the world and learnt something
of about each country. They also learnt about the production of rice and its significance as rice is the staple food of more than half of the world's population.

Chicken Hatching
July the 24th was a special day in the kitchen as eggs started to hatch in the incubator. The chicks were a
wonderful way for the students to learn about what they require to grow and thrive. We are lucky to have
the three females that hatched in our chicken coop producing eggs today.

Healthy Sandwich and Healthy Lunch
Students from all year levels participated in different healthy food designs including the Year 2’s who designed and made a sandwich for a friend and the Year 5 and 6 students designed and cooked their own
lunch.

From Paddock to Plate
During the year students harvested and used produce from the garden including pumpkin, potato, carrots,
lettuce, cabbage, zucchini, oranges and many herbs. Through the garden activities the students enjoyed an
increased awareness of the seasons and understanding of food production. They also developed a more positive attitude to healthy food choices.
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Sustainability
As part of the school’s participation in Eco-Schools we undertook a Waste Audit on July the 30th. We discovered that the students are throwing out 12 % fruit and veg scraps, 14% whole fruit and 31% food scraps.
So, over half the rubbish is made up of food waste. Through Eco-School funding we purchased a Zero Waste
unit which converts foodwaste from the kitchen and reduces it by 90% turning it into a nutrient rich flake
which can be added to the garden. We also made wax wraps with classes from Year 1-6 to encourage the reduction of plastic wraps in lunch boxes.

Scarecrow for the Royal Show and Perth Festival
In Term 3, students designed scarecrows in class and some students were
selected to help construct the school’s entry in the Sustainable Scarecrow
competition at the Royal Show. We received a Highly Commended for our
entry.
We also participated in the “Seeds for Change” as part of the Perth Festival
with our school contributing to a mass display of floating latterns in Kings
Park in February 2019.

Charlotte Soraine—Kitchen Garden Specialist
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2018 Finance
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